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Following release from a nuclear source, radionuclides may be present in different physico-
chemical forms varying in size (nominal molecular weight), and charge properties (reactivity).
Low molecular weight species (LMW), eg ions, molecules, complexes are believed to be
potentially mobile and bioavailable while high molecular weight species (HMW) like colloids and
partioles are relatively inert. When radionuclide species enter the environment, transformation
processes take place due to interactions with natural components. Mobile low molecular weight
species may be irreversibly associated with clay colloids (fixation) or radionuclides associated with
«hot» particles may be mobilised due to weathering. Thus, the original distribution of radionuclide
species will change with time influencing the mobility and biological uptake of nuclides.
Information of radionuclide species, transformation processes and kinetics is therefore essential
when radioecological consequences are to be assessed.

Speciation refers to the use of different fractionation techniques by which information on
radionuclide species can be obtained As the concentration of radionuclides in the environment
usually is low, specie-specific techniques are seldom applicable. Techniques fractionating species
according to size and charge properties allows, however, information on size classes and reactivity
classes to be obtained. Fractionation of radionuchdes should, however, take place;;/ situ, at site or
shortly after sampling, as storage may influence the distribution of species.

There are some few in situ size fractionation techniques for radionuclides in waters. In sea
water large capacity (tangential flow systems) is needed, while hollow fibre systems can often be
applied for rivers and lakes. By interphasing chromatographic systems (ion exchange columns)
with hollow fibres, in situ sampling, size and charge fractionation can be performed
simultaneously. For small volume soil waters in situ suction techniques may suffer from
methodological effects. When radioactive particles or colloids are collected, structural information
can be attained by using different electron microscopy techniques (TEM, SEM interphased with
XRMA).

Separation of radionuclide species in solid samples, i.e. soils and sediments is still an analytical
challenge Grain size analysis and determination of radionuclides associated with the sand, silt,
clay and colloidal fractions should be combined with sensitive surface analytical techniques.
However, the term mobility of radionuclides in soils and sediments refers usually to the degree of
binding reactivity to natural components Thus, reactivity studies using extraction reagents can be
useful for distinguishing between reversible and irreversible (or slow reversible) kinetics processes
Repeated extractions with inert electrolytes (or by lowering pH gradually) should reflect if
reversible processes (e.g. physical, electrochemical sorption) take place. In contrast, information
on irreversible processes (eg chemisorption) is obtained if strong red/ox agents are needed for
dissolution of species (binding rupture).

The paper will focus on available size or charge fractionation techniques which should be
useful within radioecology. Results obtained from research activities at LAK will be used to
illustrate the topic in question.
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